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Note by the Secretariat

At its October/November 1975 meeting, the Sub--Group UQuantitative Restrictions"
requested the secretariat to establish a note presenting in a systematic manner all
the comments and proposals that had been made thus far by delegations or that might
be received prior to the next meeting (MTJN/NTM4/9, paragraph 12). The present note
doas not take up general comments but concentrates on specific proposals relating to
the provisions in the draft texts on import licensing procedures reproduced at
peges 15 to 19 of document 1NT/NTWW/2. It also does not take up proposals which
support the existing texts. No attempt has been made to indicate the degree of
support received for individual proposals.

The note sets out comments communicated to the secretariat up to 27 February 1976,
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ANNEX I

Paragraph 2

- amend the text to read as follows:

t?2. No automatic licensing shall be required for the importation of goods
after .......,.O.......... except in special cases where this system is appro-
priate on the basis of en international arrangement or justified by particular
circumstances for sanitary or security reasons. However, in the cases of imports
of developing countries in special cases jvstifiad by the need to carry out
certain administrative controls which could not be made inma more appropriate way,
a system of automatic licensing may be applied temporarily.

Automatic licensing systems, where required, shall not be used to discourage
or restrict imports. Such systems shall be governed by the provisions of the
General Agreement, in particular Article VIII, and be subject to the following
provisions. f

- amend the text as proposed above with the deletion of the word "temporarily" at
the end of the first sub-paragraph.

Paragraph 4

- delete the paragraph

- delete the square brackets

- amend the text to read:

"Automatic licensing systems shell not be designed nor operated in such a
manner as to discriminate between sources of imports. No automatic licensing
shall be used in respect of one. or a group of countries."

Paragraiph 6

- make it clear that expression "other documents necessary to determine the nature
and composition of the product" include documents necessary to verify the value,
quantity and nature of the product.
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Paragraph9

- amend to read:

"Application for licenses must be submitted within seven days of the place-
ment of a firm order and in no event later than the date of shipment of any of ths
goods involved."

Para~rajh -1

- amend to read:

"Applications for licenses shall be granted immediately on receipt and the
licenses shall be issued to the person concerned as soon as the signatures and
stamps further required by the customs authorities and the body granting authori-
zation for transfers abroad have been affixed."

- replace "within a maximum of five working days" by "within a delay of five
working days".

- male it clear that applications must be submitted in appropriate and complete
form.
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AmO I

A tAsrt Restrictions

Para ra~h 1

- delete the square brackets

- delete the paragraph

ParaBaaph-4

- delete the phrase: "including wherever possible names of importing enterprises
on a confidential basis."

- amend to read: vAdherents shall, pone l
to othor adherents concerning the administration of import restrictions, the
import licenses granted over a recent period and the distribution of such
licenses among supplying countries, including, _ t
enterprises, the names of those enterprises."

- add additional sentence: "When adherents which are members of a customs union
or free-trade area allocate an import quota among members of the union in fixed
proportions, the allocations should, on request, be disclosed to other adherents".

Paragraph 5

- delete the word "fixed" in the phrase "involving fixed quotas"

- as above and add: "as far as practicable" at the end of the paragraph.

Paragraph 10

- add a second sentence to read as follows:

"In exceptional cases, e.g. in the interest of public security, the reasons
may be withheld.?"

- add at the end: "or where it is impracticable to create special machinery to
provide for the right of appeal, to request a review of the application on the
submission of new supporting evidence."
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.Par§a~rah 1_

- amend to read: "tConsideation shall be given to ensuring a reasonable
distribution of licene3s to new importers taking into account the desirability of
issuing licenses for goods in economic quantities and also the rights of
traditional importers especially where quotas are applied for emergency protection
purposes".

- replace finormal customs procedures" with "normal. import licensing procedures".


